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There are plenty of books on dying, most of them treatises by experts or tributes by family members
written mainly for their own catharsis. But until now there has been precious little the average young
person would want to read. Now, through a true story that has already profoundly affected
thousands, author Daniel Hallock engages the generation least prepared for life&#146;s inevitable
end. Six Months to Live really isn&#146;t about dying at all, it&#146;s about how our lives can take
on new meaning when we live in the awareness that our days here are numbered. All of us,
whatever our age, are touched by death, whether that of a friend or family member, old or too
young, sudden or painfully drawn-out. Each death reminds us of the frailty of our own existence, so
we avoid these unsettling speed bumps on our road to success and longevity. How different it could
be if we realized how much the dying can teach us about how to live. When Matt Gauger was
diagnosed with terminal cancer a month before his wedding, he fought back with everything from
chemo to prayer. But more importantly, he let cancer transform his approach to life, far beyond the
necessary &#147;coming to terms,&#148; &#147;learning to cope,&#148; and &#147;letting
go.&#148; By the time the disease destroyed his body, he had found such certainty of meaning and
purpose that death held no terror for him. Six Months to Live isn&#146;t just Matt&#146;s story,
though, but that of the friends and family that surrounded him during his final struggle, and how the
experience changed each of them. In intimate detail, Matt&#146;s wife, parents, brother, doctor,
pastor and peers tell how they struggled to accept his impending death. Daniel Hallock&#146;s
candid account will encourage readers to face (rather than avoid) life&#146;s most important
questions, and help them to live their own lives to the full.
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A 22-year-old's battle against cancer might seem an unlikely topic for an uplifting book -- but Six
Months to Live is certainly that. It's the story of Matt, a young man who, faced with death, refused to
quit living. Matt wasn't a hero, and the writer of his story doesn't make him out to be one. Six
Months to Live steers clear of the cliches and catch-phrases we often use to help us "make sense"
of terminal illness. Instead, the book is realistic: it shows us Matt's darkest hours as well as his
triumphs; his doubts as well as his faith. That's why, at the end, the reader is not left feeling Matt's
life was "wasted"; rather, that it was used for a cause bigger than any one of us. We're all dead
men, the movie Gladiator reminds us. Like as not, we don't get to choose how or when we die. But
we all can choose how we meet death. Six Months to Live can help us choose well. Thanks to Matt.

Imagine being twenty-two year old Matt Gauger and learning that you have six months to live. Now,
imagine how your family and friends would respond to that news. That is the story of Six Months To
Live.Author Daniel Hallock does not spend a lot of time talking about the cancer or its treatments
but, rather, the emotional impact of the terminal diagnosis on Matt, his family and friends.
ItÃ¢Â€Â™s a remarkable story, really, of enduring love, ultimate acceptance of pain and suffering,
and growing in faith through the dying and death of a loved one. Through lengthy quotes, we are
granted insight to the emotions of one facing death; there is amazing strength and deep doubt, love
and anger, conflict and peace.I wish the author had provided a little more background about the
Bruderhof community. That insight would have helped me better understand the approach to life
that Matt and his family and friends shared. In turn, that knowledge would also help understand their
approach to death.Although the short story of Matt Gauger is a sad one, it is simultaneously an
uplifting one. Would that we were all so brave, loving and at peace when facing our final days.This
very intimate story will not take you long to read, but its impact will be long-lasting.Note: A copy of
this book was provided by the publisher at no cost to me. In no other way was the content of this
review influenced. The thoughts expressed above are entirely my own. -EB

I don't live far from Farmington,PA and infact I have been to the Bruderhof and these ppl are so kind
and wonderful..After reading this book I felt such a pain for the family and friends that had to watch
there dear son, brother,husband and friend live all those months of hell..But, What a strong man

Matt was and for him to live each day in pain but still carry a smile..The book was not hard to read at
all and was well understood..Really made you feel like you were there throughout the days and
hours with him..I picked the book up in a local resteraunt here and read within a day..My thoughts
are with the family..

This was a difficult book to read in many ways. You knew before you started that the main character
of the book Matt is going to die from lymphoma. I went with him through his early pain, doctor's
tests, prescriptions, and diagnoses. I went with him when he decided to see if Cynthia, a girl with
whom he got along well, would marry him, even with all the the things going against him. She did,
and the story continues up to his death and burial. It is heartwarming, yet painful to read. I would not
have missed it.J. Robert Ewbank author "John Wesley, Natural Man, and the Isms" "Wesley's Wars"
"To Whom It May Concern" and soon, "Tell Me About the United Methodist Church"

This book made me feel sad and happy all at the same time. Matt a young man given a short time to
live after being diagnosed with cancer, doesn't shun away the world but opens himself to everything.
He becomes very spiritual and in touch with God through his illness. I had a very hard time being
able to put thebook down. The way his family, friends, and community reacted is incredible, they
were very compassionate and supportive. I would suggest this book to anyone.

Book was perfect. It came at a time that a good friend was losing his best friend to cancer. It helped
prepare him for the end. Book arrived quickly. Thanks

Very nice book, very sad, but extremely uplifting. Would definitely recommend.

for me, not particularly engaging or insightful.
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